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Hashem Assadullahi is a saxophonist,
b an dl ead e r, co m p o se r a n d mu sic
e d u c a t o r i n N e w Yo r k C i t y.! A n
accomplished saxophonist, Hashem has
developed a style that blends sensitive,
melodic playing with virtuosic technique
that has allowed him play and teach
across the globe in virtually every subgenre of jazz, from dixieland to the avant garde. As a composer Hashem is inspired by music from a myriad of
influences, be it the lush and sophisticated writing of Duke Ellington and Wayne Shorter, the poignant simplicity
of Americana, the catchy hooks of 80s and 90s pop, or the drama of cinematic scores.! Besides playing and
writing, Hashem has a penchant for forming and leading strong bands that create music greater than the sum of
its parts. In 2008 Hashem formed his Quintet, featuring some of the best musicians in the Pacific Northwest, along
with trumpet icon Ron Miles, long time collaborator with Bill Frisell. After moving to NYC in 2010 he has! led
groups featuring some the world’s greatest talents in jazz, including Alan Ferber, Ben Monder, Mark Ferber, Rich
Perry, and many others.! Hashem's ability to assemble excellent ensembles, paired with a magnetic stage
presence, has allowed him to perform his music for audiences across North America.! Hashem's latest release,
Pieces,!is a collection of music inspired by various events, people and passions in his life. The compositions come
to life through dramatic chemistry and rapport within the ensemble.
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Press:
“Assadullahi's complex musical persona yields numerous dividends on this
multifarious engagement, where jazz music is presented with a medley of
captivating propositions." - Glenn Astarita, allaboutjazz.com
“I put this album on in the car and didn’t take it out for days – reveling in the
subtle surprises inherent in the compositions.”! -Brad Walseth
www.jazzchicago.net

“ …!sure to please even those new to progressive Jazz. The melodies are memorable and the solos will
satisfy the hardest of Jazz fans while still convincing newbies that they’re staying within the box.”
-Kevin Tomanka, www.OregonMusicNews.com
"...a spacious, probing compositional approach that invites listeners in rather than overwhelming them with
virtuoso moves.” -Brett Campbell, Eugene Weekly

Discography: Pieces (OA2 Records, 22097)
Strange Neighbor (8bells, 014)
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